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Resources and References

Resources

Language Learning with Netflix

Dioco. Language Learning with Netflix, languagelearningwithnetflix.com/.

Language Learning with Netflix provides detailed subtitles for every language

available on Netflix, with a sidebar for scrolling through the script, finding

definitions, and translations that are readily available.

Teleparty (Formerly Netflix Party)

“Netflix Party .” Netflix Party, www.netflixparty.com.

Teleparty allows users to be able to stream tv or movies from Netflix, Disney +,

Hulu, and more simultaneously with other viewers that want to create a chatroom

together. This allows for friends to watch television together from completely

different parts of the world with limited latency, plus a text chat feature built in.

Journaly

“Improve Your Language Skills and Connect with Others through Journaling.”

Journaly, journaly.com/.

Journaly is a website that allows for users to blog, journal, or otherwise free write

in multiple languages. After posting something to the stie, anyone’s content



becomes accessible to the community so that people more comfortable with the

language chosen can edit and help improve the author’s grammar, vocabulary,

spelling, and writing in that language.
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Chik here talks about the benefits playing World of Warcraft has on language
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having something to do/show in addition to just speaking.
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